Bibliography on the International Women's Human Rights Movement

Order of Categories

Women’s Rights are Human Rights
Violence Against Women - General
Feminist Thinking
Democracy and Governance
Trafficking
Domestic Violence
FGM
Lesbians
Religion/Fundamentalisms - general
Women refugees
Econ., Soc. & Cultural Rights
Reproductive health and rights
Anthropology and Human Rights
Women's Human Rights in:

The Americas
Africa
Asia
Europe
Middle East
UN agencies and documents

1. Women's Rights are Human Rights

Amnesty International. Women in the Front Line. 1991

-----Rape and Sexual Abuse: Torture and Ill-treatment of Women in Detention. 1993


-----Respect, protect, fulfill women's human rights: government accountability for abuses by non-state actors. 2000


"Women, Feminism and International Human Rights Law: Methodological Myopia, Fundamental Flaws or Meaningful Marginalisation?" unpublished ms

Bunch, Charlotte and Niamh Reilly. Demanding Accountability: The Global Campaign and Vienna Tribunal for Women’s Human Rights. Center for Women’s Global Leadership. (see above)

Campbell, S. "International Law and Human Rights - the Case of Women’s Rights" IN Human Rights: From Rhetoric to Reality. 1986


----"Transforming the Gender of International Law". Dr.Hilary Charlesworth, Law Faculty. University of Melbourne. Australia. Panel preceding discussion on Item 94; Advancement of Women. 3rd Committee of the 47th Session of the General Assembly. October 1992


Cook, Rebecca.

"International Human Rights Law" Vanderbilt Journal Transnational Law. 1993

----"The International Right to Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex: A Bibliography" Yale Journal of International Law, Vol 14, #1. 1989


Eisler, Riane "Human Rights: Toward an Integrated Theory for Action" HRQ. August 1987

Elder, B "The Rights of Women: Their Status in International Law, Crime and Social Justice. 1986


Fraser, A. "Women in International Law" Harvard Women's Law Journal 1988


Hevener, N "An Analysis of Gender Based Treaty Law" Human Rights Quarterly 1986


Mertus,Julie, Nancy Flowers, Mallika Dutt. Local Action, Global Change: Learning about the Human Rights of Women and Girls. UNIFEM and the Center for Women's Global Leadership. 1999


Pollis, A. & Schwab (eds) Human Rights:Cultural and Ideological Perspectives. 1979


Sheldon, D. "Improving the Status of Women through International Law" Whittier Law Review. 1987


Violence Against Women: General


Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition Domestic Violence: The Legal Response. (manual for legal community) October 1994 Obtain from CDVC, PO Box 18902, Denver CO 80218


Fortrell, Dierdre. The Girl Child under International Law. Dartmouth. 1999


---- Family Violence. Sage Publications. 1993


Itzin, Catherine Pornography: Woman, Violence and Civil Liberties. NY 1993

Krill, Francoise "The Protection of Women in International Humanitarian Law"


Schuler, Margaret (ed). Freedom From Violence: Strategies to End Violence Against Women. 1992

Sullivan, Karen "Providing Culturally Competent Services to Hispanic-American Bettered Women" in Free to be Safe. Oklahoma Coalition on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault. August 1993


Feminist thinking

Chinkin, Christine, Hilary Charlesworth and Shelley Wright. Feminist Approach to International Law, 85 American Journal of International Law 613 (1991)

----and Hilary Charlesworth "Gender of Jus Cogens" 15 Human Rights Quarterly 63 (1993)

Mohanty, Russo and Torres. (eds) Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism.

Moore, Henrietta. Feminism and Anthropology. 1989


Governance and Democracy

Ashworth, Georgina. Equal Rule? Change. 106 Hatton Square, 16-16A Baldwins Gardens, London EC1N 7RJ IL

Trafficking in Women

Barry, Kathleen, Charlotte Bunch and Shirley Castely (eds) International Feminism: Networking Against Female Sexual Slavery. NY. International Women's Tribune Center. 1984


Domestic Violence as a Human Rights Issue

Edwards, Susan Policing "Domestic" Violence: Women, the Law and the State. 1989


Thomas, Dorothy and Michele Beaseley "Domestic Violence as a Human Rights Issue" Human Rights Quarterly. 1993

Manavi - Invisible Terms: Domestic Violence in the Asian Indian context (A Handbook for Intervention) Manavi, $25.00 PO Box 614, Bloomfield NJ 07003
Thomas, Dorothy, "about Brazilian police stations - article and video

Female Genital Mutilation


AWAKEN Magazine. Equality Now, 226 West 58th St, #4, NY NY 10019


Battlefields of Women's Bodies: The Political Controversy over FGM in Egypt. RAINBO, NY, 1995


Davis, Angela. "Women in Egypt: A Personal View" Women, Cultural and Politics

Dorkenu Efua. Female Genital Mutilation: Proposals for Change Minority Rights Groups. 1982


Female Genital Mutilation: A Call for Global Action, 2nd Ed. RAINBO, NY, 1995


Arrogant Perception, World-Travelling and Multicultural Feminism: The Case of Female Genital Surgeries, 23 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 189, 1992

Greunbaum, Ellen "The Movement against Clitorodectomy and Infibulation in the Sudan" Medical Anthropology Newsletter. February 1982

Hosken, Fran. Stop Female Genital Mutilation: Women Speak; Facts and Actions. WIN NEWS, Lexington, MA. 1995


Toubia,Nahid "Social and Political Implications of Female Circumcision" IN Elizabeth Fernea Women and the Family in the Middle East 1985.

---------- & Donna Sullivan Female Genital Mutilation: A Call To Action. The Population Council. 1992

Lesbian (and in general, gay) Human Rights Issues

Breaking the Silence: Human Rights Violations Based on Sexual Orientation AIUSA, February 1994

Ramos, Juanita. Ed. Companeras: Latina Lesbians (An Anthology)


Lillian Faderman and Larry Gross, eds. Between Men-Between Women: Lesbian and Gay Studies.

Women's Human Rights and religion

Hawley, John Stratton. Fundamentalism and Gender (ed) Oxford Univ. Press, 1994

Howland, Courtney. The Challenge of Religious Fundamentalism to the Liberty and Equality Rights of
Women 35 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 1997

Peach, Lucinda Joy. From Religious Description to Legal Prescription: The status of Women as Fetal
Containers in the Law. 10 Journal of Law and Religion, 1999304

Rose, Susan D., Steve Brouwer and Paul Giffo. Exporting the American Gospal: Global Christian
Fundamentalism. Routledge, 1996

-----Christian Fundamentalism and Education in the U.S. IN The Fundamentalism Project,
Fundamentalisms and society. Martin Marty & Scott Appleby eds., Univ. of Chicago Press 1993

Tahzib-Lie, Bahiyyih. Freedom of Religion or Belief: Ensuring Effective International Legal Protection.
Martinus Nijhoff, Kluwer Law International 1995


----- Gender and Nation. Sage Pulications 1997

-----Woman - Nation - State. Macmillan, 1989

Protecting Women Refugees

Clark, Lance "Internal Refugees - The Hidden Half" World Refugee Survey: 1988


Group on RExugee Women. 1989
Mayotte, Judy Disposable People? The Plight of Refugees. NY, Orbis Books. 1992


UNIFEM "Strategy on Refugees" Meeting the Needs of the Majority - Women" NY. 1991

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights


Carillo, Roxanna. Battered Dreams: Violence Against Women as an Obstacle to Development. UNIFEM. 1992


Enloe, Cynthia Bananas, Beaches and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of Intenrational Politics. 1989

Feldman, Rayah. Women for a Change


ISIS Women's World, Special Issue on Debt Crisis, #17, March 1988


Reproductive health and rights


----"The Challenge of Fundamentalisms". Reproductive Health Matters 8:55-69, 1996

----"Reflections on Emerging Frameworks of Health and Human Rights". in Health and Human Rights 1(4) 1995


Zavos, Michele "Women in the shadow of AIDS: are they the forgotten victims" Human Rights Quarterly 1992

Health and Human Rights Journal. 1998 Special Issue Francois Xavier Bagnoud Center for Health and Human Rights. Harvard School of Public Health


Anthropology and Human Rights

Moore, Henrietta. Feminism and Anthropology. Univ. of MN Press. 1988


Reiter, Rayna Rapp (ed) Towards an Anthropology of Women 1975


Anthropology and Human Rights. Cultural Survival Quarterly

Human Rights in Perspective (Stavenhagen article)

Human Rights in a Pluralistic World JC 571 .H769517 1990

UN and other international agency documents

International Labor Organization office


Equality in Employment and Occupation: General Survey. on the application of Conventions... Geneva, 1988

UN Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, part of the UN Commission on Human Rights, Geneva - 10 reports on the UN Commission on Human Rights website

UNIFEM. Donna Sullivan Integration of Women's Human Rights into the work of the Special Rapporteurs


Women's Human Rights in Africa

Abdel Halim, Asma Challenges to the Application of International Women's Human Rights in the Sudan IN Rebecca Cook Ed, Human Rights of Women 1994


Weinstein, Human Rights and Development in Africa:/dilemmas and Options 112 Deadalus Human Rights Issue. 175, Fall 1983

Welch, Claude "Human Rights and African Women: A Comparison of Protection under Two Major Treaties" HRQ #15, 1993

----"Africa and Human Rights in the 1990's" Africa Today 1992

Women's Human Rights in the Americas


Buenster, Ximena "Women and Torture in Latin America" IN Women and Change in Latin America.June Nash and Helen Safa (eds) Bergin & Garvey Publishers, Inc. 19

Copelon, Rhonda, Barbara Babcock, Ann Freedman, Susan Deller Ross, Wendy Webster Williams,


Diaz-Cotto, Juanita Gender, Ethnicity and the State: Latina and latino Prison Politics. 1996


Hardley, S Sex and Class in Latin America 1980


Human Rights Watch, Women's Project. Untold Terror: Violence Against Women in Peru's Armed Conflict. 1992

----Criminal Injustice:Violence Against Women in Brazil. 1991

Hyman, Paula. Gender and Assimilation in Modern Jewish History: The Roles and Representation of Women. U of WA Press 1995

Lerner, Gerda (ed) Black Women in White America


Owens, Barbara. In the Mix: Struggle and Survival in a Women's Prison (about Chowchilla) Swan Press, 1998


Rothenberg Paula S. Race, Class & Gender in the United States. St.Martin's Press. NY 1992


Women's Human Rights in Asia

Amnesty International. Pakistan: Killings of Women in the Name of Honor. 1999


----, Pakistan: Violence Against Women in the Name of Honor. Al London. 1999


Honig, Emily Personal Voice: Chinese Women in the 1980s. 1988


Feminist Terrains in Legal Domains: Interdisciplinary Essays on Women and Law in India

Secularisms last sigh? The Hindu Rights, the Courts and India’s Struggle For Democracy 38 Harvard International Law Journal 1997


Yu Quanyu "Subsistence: The Primary Human Right" Beijing Review Jan. 6-12, 1992


Women’s Human Rights in Europe

Amnesty International. Bosnia-Herzegovina: Rape and Sexual Abuse by Armed Forces. January 1993


Women's Human Rights in the Middle East/Islamic Societies


----and Greta Hofmann Nemiroff, Haleh Vaziri. Safe and Secure: Eliminating Violence against Women and girls in Muslim Societies. Sisterhood is Global Institute. MD 1998


Atiya, Nayra Khulkaal: 5 Egyptian Women Tell Their Stories.


Coulson, Noel and Doreen Hinchcliffe, "Women and Law Reform in Contemporary Islam" in Beck and Keddie (see below)

Dwyer, Kevin The Human Rights Debate in the Middle East

Engineer, Asgharali The Rights of Women in Islam. 1992


Higgins, Patricia "Women in the Islamic Republic of Iran: Legal, Social and Ideological Changes" in Signs 1985

Human Rights Watch. Punishing the Victim: Rape and Mistreatment of Asian Maids in Kuwait. 1992


Kandiyoti, Deniz Women Islam and the State, see Najh Mabadi's chapter


Mernissi, Fatima. Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in Modern Muslim Society. Indiana University Press. 1987


Macleod, Arlene Elowe. Accommodating Protest: Working Women, the New Veiling, and Change in Cairo.


---- Family Law and Gender Bias: Comparative Perspectives IN Comparative Public Policy, Vol.4 1992

Swanson, Hedwig "United States corporations operating in Saudi Arabia and laws affecting discrimination in employment: which law shall prevail?" Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Journal. 1985